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Citizen Anzac. 
 
Thank you for the welcome. It is pleasing to be a part of a full house here at the Pearl Beach 
community hall. 
I am sure we all appreciate the tranquil, peaceful setting here. For me, over the years I 
became conditioned to relax as I drove down the hill and began to smell the sea air. And in 
some respects, having sometimes returned from war zones the experience could prove 
dissonant making me wonder which was the more natural state, a world at war or at peace? 
 
I speak not as a veteran who has worn the uniform but as someone who nevertheless, as a 
correspondent has seen conflict and carnage and horror and humanity under stress. 
 
In Rwanda in 1994 where Australians deployed as peace keepers I took pride in the way my 
countrymen and women reacted, instinctively opposed to cruelty - courageously, with 
fingers off the triggers standing with the innocent. It is after all, the Australian Defence 
Force. 
 
In Timor in 1999 I was struck by the reaction of local Timorese who admired the way 
Australians acted as a protective presence and came to wonder whether there might be in 
the spirit of this place a natural aptitude for peace keeping. Locals who were more familiar 
with men in uniforms predating and exploiting became fans of young Australian soldiers 
who appeared to demonstrate innate characteristics of fair play. 
 
In the 2000s on a range of occasions as a new world of warfare dawned, I saw in the Middle 
East those core values tested as Australian soldiers confronted a new battlefield where the 
enemy is not so distinguishable, and indeed could in an instant turn out to be ourselves. 
Imagine the crushing responsibility confronting a 19 years old soldier at a checkpoint who 
within a second has to determine whether the figure with the bulge beneath her burkha 
approaching is a suicide bomber or an innocent woman on her way to the clinic. 
 
One hundred years ago this day April 25 became a national holiday. The need to gather and 
reflect was then far more apparent. In every street the loss from the Great War, which had 
ended a decade earlier was still deeply felt. 
 
The writer, David Malouf described memories from his own childhood growing up in 
Brisbane of large homes populated by single women, widows and spinsters. The writer, 
Miles Franklin wrote of Anzac Day in 1928 set near the gates of memory at Woolloomooloo 
from where the troops departed. She recalled the keening, the spontaneous sobbing of 
black clad women in the crowd who grieved for sons and husbands. So great were the losses 
the newspapers recorded them in small print. Between 1915 and 1918, on average 50 
Australians were killed in action every day - from a population one quarter the current size 
of today. It was a catastrophe now beyond comprehension.  
 
In wars of national survival the sharing of sacrifice is clearer. And distinctively for most of 
that century Australians were volunteers. We can imagine at least as mythology formed that 
the values bubbling from the wellspring of who we are - of initiative, egalitarianism and 
decency helped shape an Uncommon Soldier.  
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The between war years, the 1920s and 1930s demonstrated that unlike as was seen in some 
other western nations Australians are not militarist people. For all that affection with all 
things Anzac, we seem less inclined to elect military figures to political office. War time 
Prime Ministers Robert Menzies and John Curtin had anti-war pedigrees. When members of 
my own family returned from those wars, they joined the local brass band, volunteered at 
the local surf club and hung football jumpers on the clothesline. War memorabilia was 
hidden away. In keeping with a motive to protect the rest of us from a profound and 
dehumanizing experience, they did not talk about it. 
 
But the silence could not hold. The need for both personal and public understanding is 
compelling.  
 
Returned service personnel will gather together today to drink and yarn and without 
speaking nod across the room, sharing something of what is sometimes described as the 
incommunicable experience of war. 
 
But in this story we all belong. Not all public service is military service. Pearl Beachers are 
pretty good at volunteering too, organically, unselfconsciously absorbing the responsibilities 
of citizenship. We all have a part in this. 
 
When covering the Afghanistan conflict, as the Anzac centenary loomed, I became worried 
about Australians more readily connecting with the story of our parents and grandparents 
at war. I saw veterans returning the age of my own children, indeed our daughter deployed 
twice. A returned soldier attending the Anzac match between Collingwood and Essendon 
told me a woman remarked on his medals, asking whether it was his father or grandfather 
who served. The twenty-year-old replied, ‘no it was me’. 
 
One young female soldier who served in Africa and Afghanistan told me of what could not 
be unseen, saying nothing specifically traumatized her, but the broad impact of the 
experience left her with a broken heart.  
 
It is plainly wrong for an intense personal experience to be met with public indifference. 
 
A century ago in wars of national survival we were all in it. And so are we today, in so-called 
wars of choice, with the contours of battle changed - now connecting Mosul to Martin Place 
and Tarin Kowt to Parramatta. In modern conflict, civilians are the centre of gravity. 
 
I have written ‘it is easier to consume stories of war long sanitised of personal suffering. 
After the cost of grief and the smell of death fades, we are left with the polished bones of 
valour and sacrifice. That other serious investment, the hurtful present, takes more from 
us’. 
 
As the years wear on, meaning can also fade. To the modern ear, ‘Lest we Forget’ sounds 
archaic. Another commemorative expression with a biblical origin: ‘greater love hath no 
man than this – that he gave his life for the life of his country’, should be honestly rendered 
to the original: ‘greater love hath no man than this – that he lay down his life for his friends’. 
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That is more the truth of why soldiers fight, for the love of one another - and why they 
grieve - as they make plans for a thousand tomorrows, with memories fresh of comrades 
who will never again wake to a new day. 
 
Anzac Day continues to have purpose and meaning for all of us - as an opportunity for 
honest engagement, respect and appreciation. That other commemorative phrase, ‘let 
silent contemplation be your offering’ does have enduring meaning. We are all part of this 
conversation. 
 
Thank you for your service for being here. 
 
 


